The question of whether each self-universal crumpled cube is universal is answered negatively by presenting an example of a dogbone space which is not topologically E3 but which can be expressed as a sewing of two crumpled cubes, one of which is selfuniversal.
SELF-UNIVERSAL CRUMPLED CUBES, A DOGBONE SPACE
to show that neither the decomposition space we describe here nor the one described by Bass and Daverman [2] is topologically S3.
Definitions relating to crumpled cubes will be those of [2] .
1. The example. The description of the dogbone space of this paper is modeled after that by Bing in [3] . As in Figure 1 , let Hx and H2 denote Let M=A0nyAin^_AijnJ_ A¿j k-• ■ . Let G be the set whose elements are components of M and one-point subsets of S3-M. Then, G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of S3 into points and tame arcs. Let S3¡G denote the associated decomposition space, the dogbone space of this note. From [1] , we have that S3/G is not topologically S3.
The methods of Casier [5] can be easily modified to show that H*, the natural projection of H2 in S3/G, is a self-universal crumpled cube.
Since Hx, the natural projection of Hx in S3¡G, is a crumpled cube and S3/G is the result of a sewing of H* and //*, we have that //* is not a universal crumpled cube.
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